
*Sokyokushin International Championship Karate* 

International Cup 

Iran-Isfahan 

Men and Women 

All Ages- All weight 

Kata & Komite 

 

Dear Shihan & Sensei, Sempai & Friends Kyokushin Cup: 

Men & women- all ages- all weight 

It is pleasure to invite you and your students to kyokushin cup- men & women in all ages- all 

weight – will take place on Saturday 13th, 14th &15th August 2014 in IRAN-ISFAHAN, Takhti 

Stadium-17 Shahrivar Hall-. The rules will be the international knock own standard 

competition by the rules of international karate organization kyokushin kaikan. The minimum 

age for competition is 8 years old. Attached are entry forms and a tournament poster. (Please 

photocopy the number of entry forms you require). 

Please send your documents till 20th of July 2014 on: Iransokyokushin@yahoo.com (attached). 

If you have any questions or if you need any additional information, you can contact us with 

this number: +98-916-915-3500 (Shihan Vahid Bahreman). We are looking forward to seeing 

your fighters in ISFAHAN-IRAN. 

     Sincerely yours 

SHIHAN Vahid Bahreman 

 

 

Our competitions have some conditions which are as follow: 

mailto:Iransokyokushin@yahoo.com


Conditions of registration: 

Weighing-in at Tuesday, August 12, 2014 at dormitory 

1: Having original ID card, Passport, Sport insurance card and 2 photographs 

2: Time of registration: all representatives have opportunity to send their participants list 
along with other documents. 

3: Age classification of    tots: (men) 

Age of 8 & 9 in weight of -25 -30 +30kg 

Age of 10-11 in weight of -30 -35 +35 

4: Age classification of teenagers: 

Age of 12 in weight of -35 -40 -45 +45kg 

Age of 13-14 in weight of -40 -45 -50 +50kg 

Age of 15 in weight of -45 -50 -55 -60 +60kg 

5: Age classification of youth: 

Age of 16 & 17 in weight of -55 -60 -65 -70 -75 +75kg 

6: Age classification of juniors: 

Age of 18-19-20 in weight of -60 -65 -70 -75 +75kg 

7 Age classification of adults: 

Age of Age of over 20 in weight of -60 -70 -80 -90 +90 

Age of 35-40 in weight of -70 -80 +80 

Age of Age of over 40 in weight of -70 -80 +80 

3: Age classification of teenagers: (women) 

Age of 13-15 in weight of -35 -40 -45 -50 kg 

Age classification of young person: 

Age of 16-17 in weight of -45 -50 -55 -60 -65 -70 +70kg 



Age classification of adults:  

Age of over 18 in weight of -50 -55 -60 -65 -70 -75 +75kg 

Kata Competition, operative kata in age of young and adults. 

A: pinan sonogo, - gekisaidai, - kanku 

B: sokino kata - sai ha 

The competitions until age of youth are held by hat/ cup/gloves and shin-guard. Having cup, 
gloves and shin-guard is essential for competitors. 

It is invaluable to note that having karate kyokushin logo attached on the shoulder is 
essential. 

*The admission of competition is 100$. 

 


